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Chapter 3
Radiation from a piston: radiation impedance, radiation pattern and diffraction
constant
3.1. Baffle or no baffle
Traditionally piston transducer theory is developed for pistons in infinite rigid baffle, although
in many cases the piston transducers are employed with no baffle or with finite size baffle.
The choice of infinite baffle is due to the convenience in deriving analytical results.The
normal component of particle velocity is zero on the surface of the rigid baffle and this
provides a very significant simplification in the Rayleigh integral, as discussed in Section 3.2.
This approach may appear inherently limited. The effect of baffle on the radiation from a
piston critically depends on the combination of various physical parameters like the size of
the piston, the wavelength of operation, etc., summarized by diffraction. These effects are
discussed in texts on acoustics such as [1], [2], and shown that, for example, absence of
baffle does not affect the results for relatively large pistons. Furthermore, it is discussed in
Chapter 10 that these results can indeed be generalized to cover variety of different boundary
conditions like no baffle or pressure release baffle if needed.

3.2.Radiation from a piston
Consider the model for a piston of arbitrary shape shown in Figure 1. The piston is asumed to
be in an infinite rigid planar baffle and xy-plane is chosen to coincide with the baffle surface
at z=0. The pressure generated by the vibrating piston at the observation point O(x,y,z) in the
field is given by the Rayleigh integral:

where is the velocity distribution on the surface of the piston and 0 is the density of the
medium in MKS units, and R is the distance between the observation point and incremental
area element on the piston surface,

The rigid piston assumption allows us to confine the integration to the area of the piston since
is non-zero only on the piston surface and must become zero elsewhere on the rigid baffle.
If we wouldnot have rigid baffle, then we had to allow to be finite elsewhere on the xyplane and contribute to the pressure at the observation point. Another and obvious effect of
the baffle is to restrict the acoustic energy to the half space z > 0. Hence we have
radians
at the denominator of the integrand instead of .
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If the temporal dependence of the surface velocity is time harmonic,

where
is the complex velocity amplitude phasor distribution on the piston surface,
then the Rayleigh integral becomes

where c0 is the speed of sound and k is the wavenumber, k = 2/, in the medium.
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Figure 1 Arbitrary shaped piston in rigid baffle

If the velocity distribution is uniform, i.e.,
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the Rayleigh integral becomes,

3.3. Radiation pattern and directivity factor
The radiation pattern of a projector is defined as the ratio of the pressure field phasor
(symmetry in ψ is assumed) in the far field, expressed in spherical coordinate system

to the pressure in the direction where maximum radiation occurs [1],

Note that the radiated pressure to all directions is normalized to the radiated pressure
amplitude in the maximum radiation direction in radiation pattern (in [1], Dp given here is
referred to as amplitude directivity function). Hence
and
in all
other directions.
The radiation pattern for a ring piston [1], for a rigid disc [1] and a clamped circular plate [4],
all in rigid baffle and for
, are given as

and

respectively, as a function of direction and ka. Radiation patterns of a rigid piston and a
clamped plate are depicted in Figure 2 for ka ranging between 1 and 4. The rigid piston has a
more directive radiation pattern for a given ka.
The directivity function is defined as
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and related to the radiation pattern as

The directivity factor is
maximum radiation.

, the value of directivity function at the direction of
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Figure 2 Radiation pattern of rigid piston and clamped plate vs direction θ for ka = 1 to 4.

3.4. Newton’s laws of motion: the radiation impedance
Consider two pistons of arbitrary shape on the rigid baffle as depicted in Figure 3. We move
the observation point to the surface of the second piston while the first piston operates as
projector as before. Again, the pressure generated on the surface of the second piston at
O(x,y,z) by the the vibrations of the first piston is
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is the surface area of the first

We integrate
on the surface of second piston, , in order to obtain the total
power,
, generated on due to the vibration of the first piston,

where
is the velocity distribution on the second piston. In many practical cases,
velocity distribution phasor on pistons can be written as the product of a complex amplitude
and a normalized function, which describes the two dimensional distribution,
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Figure 3 Two arbitrary pistons on the baffle
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Then the power becomes,

Note that the power that the second piston would generate on the first is given also by the
same expression. The energy can be written as

in terms of the piston displacement rather than the velocity, since
reaction force exerted on the second piston can now be written as

. The total

The relation between the total force exerted on the second piston and the velocity of the
source piston can now be written as the mutual impedance,

which is the manifestation of Newton’s second law of motion. Note that this expression is the
same for
, which is a verification of reciprocity principle.
Let us now consider the case when the two pistons are of exactly the same shape and have
same velocity, . In this case

and the total mutual force on two pistons is

or
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If the second piston is dragged onto the first one such that S1 coincides with S2, we have a
piston of area S1 = S2 with velocity
generating a force
on its own surface.
As the piston pushes the medium with , medium push the piston by
: Newton’s third
law of motion. The self radiation impedance,
, is defined as the ratio

Note that both (x,y) and (x’,y’) are both onthe surface of the same piston in this case.
Radiation impedance is a well studied subject. The self radiation impedance of rigid circular
pistons with uniform velocity distribution is most commonly assumed model and had been
derived in classical texts [1], [2],

where a is the radius of the piston and

Are the normalized radiation resistance and reactance, with J1(x) and H1(x) are Bessel
function of first kind of order 1 and Struve function of order 1, respectively.
and
are depicted in Figure 4. The radiation resistance is very small for ka << 1 and
impedance is essentially reactive (mass). When ka >3, impedance becomes constant and
resistive at
.
Radiation resistance represents the energy lost by the piston. Indeed, the amount of power
determined by the radiation resistance propagates into the medium. The reactive part, the
radiation reactance, is the amount of energy stored in the near vicinity of the piston in order to
facilitate this propagation.
The radiation impedance of square and rectangular transducers with uniform velocity
distribution in rigid baffle is given in [6].
The velocity distribution on the piston surface determines the radiation impedance. The
velocity distribution in flexible piston transducers (Class 5 and 6) is not uniform. The
radiation impedance on flexural discs had also been studied in detail [3], [4].
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Figure 4 Self radiation impedance of pistons with rigid and clamped velocity profiles wrt ka

3.5. Radiation impedance of clamped plate
CMUT cells have clamped radiating plates and have non-uniform velocity profiles.This
profile remains

for circular plates when operated in traditional uncollapsed mode, which corresponds to the
clamped edge radiating plate. Here it is assumed that the frequency range of interest is
confined to the vicinity of first mode of resonance of clamped plates. The self radiation
impedance and the mutual impedance between two identical cells separated by d are
analytically deriven in [4]. These results are extended for CMUT arrays in [7]. Self radiation
impedance,
, of this type of piston is depicted in Figure 4.
The radiation impedance of apiston is a function of the velocity profile on the piston. Since
the velocity profile is confined to the fundamental mode of a clamped radiator and is known
to be
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the lumped parameter , the peak velocity, summarizes everything related to piston velocity.
The energy is calculated as a function of , the force is calculated as a derivative wrt , etc.
It is possible and instrumental to define other lumped velocity values such as spatial average
and rms velocity phasor amplitudes as

and

Power and energy is independent of the choice of the lumped velocity phasor choice. The
corresponding lumped force, however, depends on how the velocity phasor is defined. In
section 3.4 the force
is defined for peak velocity,
. If the average or rms velocity is
chosen, then corresponding forces which conserves the energy becomes

and

The radiation impedance is also scaled depending on the choice of lumped velocity. For peak
velocity, , the radiation impedance is given in section 3.4.

If average or rms velocity is chosen, the corresponding impedance becomes

and

3.6. Radiation impedance, diffraction constants and radiation pattern [4]
The only external force, the force present in the medium, is the radiation force
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for projectors, the transmitting transducers, generated by the projector. For hydrophones,
receiving transducers, the external force is present in the medium due to the pressure of the
incident sound wave (traditionally Fb is used for external force acting on transducer active
surface, but we used this symbol for static external force). Due to Newtons third law of
motion, this force sets up a vibration on the active surface of the transducer and total external
force becomes

where is the surface integral of the incident free field pressure, pi, and the scattered incident
pressure, ps (scattered by the transducer and the structure in which the transducer is mounted),
weighted by the velocity distribution:

The diffraction1 constant is defined by

where S is the area of the movable surface of the hydrophone. At low frequency applications
the size of the transducer and the holding structure can be small compared to the wavelength
(kd <<1, where d is the size of the transducer and the structure) and scattering is negligible,
yielding
and
.
We consider an incident plane wave of amplitude pi2. A small hydrophone measures the free
field pressure, fI =Spi i.e. Da=1, that would exist if the hydrophone is not there, because it does
not perturb the sound field. A large hydrophone or a small hydrophone mounted on a large
structure disturbs the field. Da is the measure of the effective pressure (incident plus scattered)
on the hydrophone when the pressure on the surface of the hydrophone is blocked, i.e. the
surface is rigid and cannot move. Hence it is like Thévenin equivalent voltage [4].
For a small hydrophone placed in a large rigid baffle, Da= 2. When the same hydrophone is
without baffle, Da=1. Similarly, for a large planar transducer, Da= 2.
Three important acoustical parameters, the radiation impedance resistance, RRR, the diffraction
constant, Da, and the dirctivity factor, Df, are related in general [10], by

1

The diffraction constant and directivity of a CMUT cell are studied in [18]. The general reference for the material presented here is [18]

2

Plane wave assumption in space is similar to
assumption in time. Almost every wave can be decomposed into sum of
plane waves. As long as the problem is linear, the outcome is only the sum of the respective outcomes.
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where
for a circular transducer. When any two of these parameters are known, the
third can be calculated.
Transducers with uniform surface velocity distribution are extensively studied. It is known
that the diffraction constant, radiation resistance and the directivity factor of such transducers
are interrelated [11]. In [10], it is shown that the same relation is also satisfied by transducers
with non-uniform but fixed surface velocity distribution. However the lumped surface
velocity, referred to as “reference” velocity, must be carefully defined in this case. Following
the approach in [10] and [11], this relation for circular CMUT cell in rigid baffle is derived as

where
is the diffraction constant,
velocity given in as

is the radiation resistance defined for average

and

and
is the directivity factor of the CMUT cell, respectively.
is calculated using the
pressure radiation pattern,
, given in [8]. Directivity factor can be written as

When calculated,
turns out to be 2 for all values of ka, as expected. The directional
plane wave diffraction constant can be calculated following the definition and the approach
given in [10] as

Diffraction coefficient is depicted in Figure 5 for different values of ka and incidence angle.
Diffraction coefficient is close to 2 for small ka for all incidence angles. The minimum value
of diffraction constant remains near 2 for moderate ka values in CMUT cell. For example,
for
.
This is the transmission diffraction constant and is numerically equal to the receiving
diffraction constant for cells in rigid baffle. The force applied on the CMUT surface due to
incident pressure, , is given as:
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The transmitting diffraction coefficient is also the same for symmetric bilateral cells in two
half spaces.
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Figure 5 Directional plane wave diffraction constant for a CMUT cell in rigid baffle
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3.8. Exercises
1. Calculate the force (Nt) required to move a 5 cm radius rigid (but weightless) piston,
in rigid baffle, with a speed of 0.1cos(t) m/sec in water. What is the
displacement of the piston?
2. The area of the piston in question1 is comparable to the area of a human hand.
Estimate the total force required to move water (in rigid baffle) sinusoidally with
displacement amplitude of 5cm at 1 Hz. (You can try this in sea or in a swimming
pool to feel the reaction force exerted on your palm. Performing the experiment in
very limited volume of water like, for example, bath tub yields misleading results
which are dominated by the oscillatory motion of water mass. This experiment will
not be in rigid baffle but in no baffle condition of course and the force levels differ.)
3. Calculate the force (rms - spatial) required to move the center of a 5 cm radius
clamped plate with a speed of 0.1cos(t) m/sec in water. What is the center
displacement of the piston?
4. Repeat question 3 for an airborne piston. Compare the result with the one in water.
5. Assume that a dc square force pulse PT(t) of amplitude 1 Nt and T=1 ms duration is
applied to a rigid piston in rigid baffle. Can you describe a way to calculate the the
piston displacement? Calculate and sketch the displacement waveform for a
waterborne piston of radius 1 cm.
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6. The reactive part of the radiation impedance in fluids is always positive. We shall
study in Chapter 4 that a positive reactance corresponds to the inertia of a mass. Can
you determine the mass of water represented by the radiation reactance of a 1mm
radius clamped plate immersed in water at 100 kHz. What is the equivalent length of
the water column in front of the clamped plate?
7. Can you relate the mass of water you calculated in exercise 6 to the force that act on
this volume? Discuss what you obtained in view of Newton’s Third Law of Motion.
8. It appears that a volume of water, equivalent to the water column you calculated in
exercise 6, is moved sinusoidally to-and-fro at 100kHz. Compare this energy with that
of dissipated on the radiation resistance. What happens to the energy dissipated on the
radiation resistance? What is the ratio of energy on resistance to energy on reactance?
9. Assume we raised the frequency to 1 MHz. What is the equivalent mass of water?
Repeat the exercise 8. Compare the results.
10. The coachman tries to persuade the horse to pull the carriage uphill. However the
horse knows the Newton’s third law of motion and refuses to do so, on the premises
that if it pulls the carriage uphill there will be an opposite force of the same magnitude
and it will never be able to overwhelm the equilibrium. Horse says “It is futile. I can
never pull this coach uphill. If I could, believe me Master, all my energy is at your
disposal!” whereas coachman thinks physics is nonsense. Who is right, the horse or
the coachman (or may be Newton…)?
APPENDIX to Chapter 3
Acoustic wave propagation, simple sources and source reconstruction
Acoustic wave propagation is a very well studied subject with a formidable theory behind it. The
material in this Appendix is summarized from [1]. A brief and rather vulgarized introduction is given
here in order to provide reference to the transducer acoustic components.

Radial symmetry assumption in spherical coordinates simplifies the linear wave equation for
acoustic propagation to

in terms of velocity potential, , which can also be written as

where r is the radial distance, t is time and c0 is the speed of sound in the medium. The
general solution of this equation has the format
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where
and
are quite arbitrary functions, where
represents the radially
outward travelling wave and
represents the radially inward travelling wave to
origin, r =0.
The particle velocity is expressed in terms of the velocity potential as

where

is the particle velocity vector, which yields the radial component as

The pressure component of the propagating acoutic wave is given as

in terms of the velocity potential, where

is the density of the medium.

The general expression for the velocity potential of a wave emenating from a monopole
source is

Since there is only an outward travelling wave. The particle velocity and the pressure are
readily obtained from the potential as

and

A point monopole is called a simple source. The volume flow of fluid, Q(t), from a small but
finite radius, , pulsating sphere is

which can be written as

This pulsating shere can be made a simple source by evalutaing Q(t) in the ilimit as  tends to
zero:
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and the velocity potential becomes

Similarly pressure waveform becomes

Note here that
is the aceleration of mass caused by the simple source and the pressure
anywhere in the field is determined by this quantity. The pressure decreases by the inverse of
distance from the source.
If the actual source is not very small but occupies a volume, V, it can be represented by a
distribution of sipmle sources, qv, in that volume. Then the pressure observed at the
observation point is found by summing up the contributions of all these simple sources:

as depicted in Figure 6. Here, R is the distance between the simple source and the observation
point:

Despite the fact that we arrived at this result somewhat intutively, the integral is the solution
of the inhomogeneous wave equation:

If the sources are distributed over a surface then the the integral is a surface integral rather
than a volume integral. For example, for a surface source distribution on the x-y plane (z=0),
integral becomes
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